NEW Healthcare Industry Scholar Curriculum

1st Year

- Fall
  - Healthcare Industry Association Membership
- Winter
  - Two Electives [HLTH 316, HLTH 425, IS 590R-006, MPA 586, MBA 693R-015, MBA 693R-016]
- Summer
  - Healthcare Experience [job, internship, volunteering, capstone, or major class project]

2nd Year

- Fall
  - Scholar Application
  - Scholar Selection
  - MPA 589R Healthcare Lecture Series
- Winter
  - Funding Received

MACC
MBA
MISM
MPA
NEW Healthcare Industry Scholar Requirements

1. **Core Courses**
   - ACC, IS, MBA, MPA 588 (W)
     • Healthcare Industry Dynamics, 3 credits
   - MPA 589R [or MBA 589R] (F)
     • Healthcare Executive Lectures, 1 credit (may take more than once)

2. **Experiential Learning**
   - Gain healthcare related experience.
     • Ex: a job or internship in the healthcare industry, volunteering in healthcare, a healthcare-related capstone project or other major class project, MPA 599 [or MBA 599R]: Healthcare Internship, etc.
     • No hour requirement.

3. **Club Participation**
   - Join and actively participate in the Healthcare Industry Association club

4. **Elective Courses**
   - Take two of the following:
     • HLTH 316: Health Systems Policy (F/W)
     • HLTH 425: Working with Vulnerable and Diverse Populations (F/W)
     • IS 590R-006 [or IS 585 or MBA 585]: Healthcare Industry Research (F/W)
     • MBA 693R-015 [or MSB 490R-009 or MBA 583]: Healthcare Law and Regulations (F)
     • MBA 693R-016 [or MSB 490R-010 or MBA 582]: Healthcare Delivery Management (F)
     • MPA 586 [or MBA 586]: Healthcare Finance (W)